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The «next stage» for a funding agency 

 OA no longer really controversial  
 Some concerns still exists 

 Quality of Open Access journals 
 Financing OA-publishing 

 As a funder we are now entering the next stage 
 Developing and implementing our OA policies 

 Follow up green OA 
 Financing gold OA 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NRC established OA-policy in 2009. Since then the discussions around OA have changed. OA is not politically really controversial any more. In fact, the last white paper on research policy from the Norwegian government makes the push towards OA to a major goal in its research policy. We feel there is no need any more to argue on the principles of OA. The time for theoretical discussions are over. It is time for action…There are, however, still concerns about OA and the quality of research publications i.e. less serious publishers tapping into APC-funds. There are also debates connected to who will finance OA-publishing and concerns that this will lead to less money for research activities. And APC still feels strange and alien to some. But all these are questions that leads us towards how to implement OA, not wheter OA is a good thing or not.So what do we do as a funding agency when entering «the next stage»? Well, we do what we are best at: Looking at our funding schemes. In short: We develop further the possibilities for the green road and how to make project owners with NFR-support comply with our over all OA-policies. And, we are looking on different ways to stimulate gold OA publishing. We are also working with ideas on how to change our funding scheme for national SSH-journals in order to get them over to OA and introduce APC as a source of income.



RCN’s Open Access policy - present 

 2009 policy – «Green» Open Access for articles 
 Compliance -  do we know if articles are archived? 
 Current Research Information System in Norway 

(CRIStin) 
 “Green” status by November 2013 (data from CRIStin) 

 440 projects financed from the RCN 
 1887 articles registered as results from these projects last 

year  
 5 % in repositories 

 Increase compliance by targeting biggest funding 
schemes 

 Green Open Access success milestone  
 Good documentation on institutional level that archiving 

results in increased use of articles and higher overall impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RCN present OA policy was established in 2009It set forth a green road to OA. The gold option was on the table, but uncertainty about effects of uneven and insuffienct funding stopped us from adopting more mandatoryThe issues for funders with regards to such policies is how to impelment them and make sure the recipients of funds are in compliance.About CRIStin (short): We waited for CRIStin and from 2013 we at last can have som control about adherence from our project ownerCurrent situationThis far in 2013 we have progress reports from 745 projects reporting 2281 journal articles since last report (november 2012)Number from CRIStin indicate 440 projects have used CRIStin as input to RCN reports. These account for 1887 articles (some duplicates)Of these 1887 articles 90 are in repositories 5 %!This is obviously not a number we can be content with.Solution: pilot – single out key programmes and e-mail PIs og institutional responsible



RCN’s Open Access policy - future 

 «Next stage» – govt White paper 2013 («Lange linjer») 
 - RPOs and RCN should foot the bill for Open Access 

publication costs (APCs) 
 Internal survey of 65 RCN financing schemes shows 

most consider APC as an eligible cost … but some don’t 
 We need to be explicit and understand the implications 

 How to create good mechanisms for financing APCs? 
 Needs to be non-bureaucratic 
 Institutions (project owners) pay the APCs, not authors 
 Include some control of funds going to APCs 
 Minimize hybrid and «doble dipping»  

 Coordinate efforts with institutions (publication funds) 
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Presentation Notes
Outlined in lange linjer. The RCN shall accept APC as eligble cost in all research projectsWe did an internal servey covering 65 of our financing scheems = the overwelming majority responded that they already do!This is good, but it also means they have no polciy guideline regarding, what type of journals, hybrid etc. A number of scheemes also support page fees .So APCs er covered but we need to give guiding principles and educate ouselves and our «costumers»We also need some numbers: What will this cost?Soft measures: Covering the APC-billHard measures:Withhold funding until final reportSet a maximum of funding? SFFs have typically 4-500 articles or more during 10 yearsSeparate funding mechanism in certion with institutional APC-funds (?)D Open Access awareness outside and inside our organisation…



Funding the national SSH-journals 

 Have funded national SSH journals for decades 
 40 SSH-journals currently supported 
 Only 4 of them are Open Access 
 Future goal: All journals to be gold OA-journals 

with immediate publication 
 Introducing APC in SSH 
 Future funding: A joint venture with RPOs? 
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Presentation Notes
For many years NFR have had a funding scheme to support national journals within sosial sciences and the humanities. These represent important channels for publishing research from the SSH-diciplines in Norway. There are, however, few of these journals that are accessible OA (only four out of the 40 with financial support from the research council). We want all of these journals to become real Open Access-journals in order to get in line with our over all OA-policies So what to do? We are now looking at the possibility to demand that it will be a prerequisite in the future for all applicants to be OA-journals. We are looking on a transition-periode of perhaps three years before such a demand will be effective, giving the journals time to adopt. But then we are talking about becoming real OA-journal publishing without embargo.We already have an option in our funding scheme for OA journals to apply for up to 50 % of the costs of publishing OA, so there are possibilities for a fair basic financial support for these journals. But how to finance the rest? We would like to see APC introduced as a source of income for these journals as well. APC is not common in SSH-diciplines internationally, even less so for these national journals. But all universities have now established local APC-funds which are open, of course, also to the SSH-authors. We know, however, that the APC-fund at the University of Oslo, have not received any application from SSH-researchers, so this fund seems an unused opportunity for these researchers.The existing funding scheme with 50 % of cost for OA-journals is not quite sactisfactory, we think. Therefore we are looking at different models for developing the scheme. One model we are working on, is a «joint venture», a consortium, where the Research Council and the resarch instutions collobarate in creating the possibility for long-term financial stability for the SSH-journals, but where payment is based on APC alone.



OA-joint venture for national SSH-journals 
 

 Consortium with 50 % capital from RCN and 50 % 
from research institutions. 

 APC paid 50/50 by RCN and authors institution to 
the journals. 

 Payment calculated on a yearly basis in order to 
diminish administrative costs. 

 A coordinated model for a long term solution 
 Negotiate levels of APC and the numbers of articles 

paid for every year. 
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So what could we achieve if we established such a financing-system? We think that to develop such a model will be good in many respects. First it will be better coordinated than APCs coming from all kinds of different sources and also mean better stability for the journals and the institutions. It will create a stable environment for introducing APC for the national SSH-journals and thus opening the gold route for SSH-journals in Norway. It could also mean a more stable and robust, long term financing for these journal allowing them breathing-space to develop OA-models. And we think that the potential for outreach and impact especially for these SSH-journal i very good both when communicating to peers and researchers from other related disiplines, but also to a broader public.En mulig modell – prisregulering (APC) fordel sikre nasjonale kanaler, men konsortiet forhandle/lage standarder. Needs additional funding. Vi vil bidra set opp konsortium. Forefront SSH



 Realizing the «next step» by using our financing 
toolbox 

 Different publication cultures in different disciplines 
 Transition period, avoid “double dip” 
 The big picture in little Norway 

 200 mill NOK (25 mill €)  budget for subscription journals  
 15000 articles at 15K NOK = 225 Mill (28 mill €) 

 How to control the APC price levels 
 Mechanisms for coordinated purchase e.g. need for 

consortia to set standards  and negotiate APC levels, not 
just handle transactions 

 Working with institutional publication funds 
 

 
 

Challenges from a funder’s perspective 
 



Thank you! 
 
 

Johannes Løvhaug 
jwl@rcn.no 

Rune Schjølberg 
rrs@rcn.no 
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